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Abstract

Workflow graphs represent the main control-flow constructs of industrial process
modeling languages such as BPMN, EPC and UML Activity diagrams, whereas
free-choice workflow nets is a well understood class of Petri nets that possesses
many efficient analysis techniques. In this paper, we provide new results on the
translation between workflow graphs and free-choice workflow nets.

We distinguish workflow graphs with and without inclusive Or-logic. For
workflow graphs without inclusive logic, we show that workflow graphs and
free-choice workflow nets are essentially the same thing. More precisely, each
workflow graph and each free-choice workflow net can be brought into an equiv-
alent normal form such that the normal forms are, in some sense, isomorphic.
This result gives rise to a translation from arbitrary free-choice workflow nets
to workflow graphs.

For workflow graphs with inclusive logic, we provide various techniques to
replace inclusive Or-joins by subgraphs without inclusive logic, thus giving rise
to translations from workflow graphs to free-choice nets. Additionally, we char-
acterize the applicability of these replacements. Finally, we also display a simple
workflow graph with an inclusive Or-join, which, in some sense, cannot be re-
placed. This shows a limitation of translating inclusive logic into free-choice
nets and illustrates also a difficulty of translating inclusive logic into general
Petri nets.

Keywords: Workflow graphs, Petri nets, Free choice, Inclusive OR-join

1. Introduction

Different BPM tools, execution engines, and scientific analysis techniques are
based on different modeling languages for business processes. This generates a
general interest in translating models from one language into another. In par-
ticular, business processes are in practice often modeled in industrial languages
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such as BPMN, EPCs, and UML activity diagrams whereas many analysis tech-
niques, such as control-flow analysis, cost estimation, performance analysis, and
process mining are based on Petri nets.

A particular appealing and well understood class of Petri nets are free-choice
workflow nets. While they are expressive enough to model the most important
control-flow patterns, they rule out some behavioral patterns that are often
undesired, such as race conditions, where some choices in a system may become
dependent on the ordering of concurrent events. These restrictions make free-
choice Petri nets easier to understand and analyze (cf. discussion in [1]). In fact,
for free-choice Petri nets, various analysis problems can be solved in polynomial
time, which are NP-hard for general Petri nets [2–4].

The gap between industrial languages and Petri nets so far has been bridged
in one direction, viz. by translating a model in an industrial language to a
Petri net, e.g., [2, 5]. However, such a translation becomes less effective if the
input model contains not only exclusive but also inclusive alternative branching.
Existing translations to Petri nets make the inclusive logic explicit, which causes
an exponential blow-up in the Petri net, which in turn affects running times of
analysis techniques.

Furthermore, results of algorithms working on Petri nets currently cannot
be translated easily to an industrial language for the lack of a well-understood
translation mechanism from Petri nets to industrial languages.

By extending existing translation mechanisms to also translate inclusive
branching without exponential blow-up, and to translate from Petri nets to
industrial languages, a number of interesting use cases could be enabled. Re-
sults of various Petri-net based techniques such as process discovery or process
model repair could be easier translated to industrial languages. Process analy-
sis techniques such as verification, simulation, or performance analysis could be
applicable to a larger class of industrial languages. Techniques for relating dif-
ferent process models to each other, e.g., process model comparison, alignment
or querying from a repository, could become easier to apply to process models
of different meta-models.

We formally study the problem as the relation between workflow graphs and
Petri nets. The main control flow of a BPMN, EPC or UML activity diagram
can be captured as a workflow graph. A workflow graph may contain exclusive
or inclusive alternative branching as well as parallel branching of control flow. In
this paper, we present new results on the translation between workflow graphs
and Petri nets, in particular free-choice Petri nets.

The requirements of a translation between a workflow graph and a Petri net
can vary for different use cases. To obtain general, yet useful results, we take
the following requirements into account:

• A model and its translation must have equivalent behavior. Many notions
of equivalence exist [6]. The adequacy of an equivalence for the translation
depends on the use case. We will present the equivalences we use later in
the paper. Note that this requirement may by itself not be challenging.
For example, one can easily ‘unfold’ an acyclic workflow graph into its
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finite full behavior (i.e., computation tree) and then encode this ‘unfolding’
as a Petri net. Such a construction would preserve, depending on its
precise execution, many popular behavioral equivalences, such as trace
equivalence and bisimulation. However, the obtained translation is in
general exponentially larger than the original workflow graph. Therefore,

• the size of the translated model must be manageable. An exponential
blowup is usually not acceptable. We are not aware of any general trans-
lation from all workflow graphs with inclusive logic into Petri nets that
preserves the behavior and does not incur an exponential blowup. Fur-
thermore,

• the translation must preserve the structure of the original model as much
as possible. This is important if we want to map analysis results between
the original model and its translation. For example, in order to return to
the user of an analysis technique the results in terms of the original process
model or, when monitoring or administrating a process, to understand a
trace or a state of the running process in terms of the original process
model.

We present the following results. We first consider the simpler case of work-
flow graphs without inclusive logic. Although it is known that workflow graph
without inclusive logic are tightly related to free-choice nets, only a translation
from workflow graphs to free-choice nets, but not a reverse translation from free-
choice nets to workflow graphs was published so far. We present such a reverse
translation. Moreover, we show that workflow graphs and free-choice workflow
nets are essentially the same thing. More precisely, each workflow graph and
each free-choice workflow net can be brought into an equivalent normal form
such that the normal forms are, in some sense, isomorphic. (The workflow graph
is isomorphic to the graph of conflict clusters of its corresponding workflow net.)
This means that, when being in normal form, the workflow graph representation
and the free-choice net representation can be used completely interchangeably
in every use case.

In the second part, we study workflow graphs with inclusive logic. The
inclusive branching forks or joins a variable set of threads, thereby supporting
various workflow patterns [7]. The inclusive Or-join (IOR-join), which has a
non-local semantics, is difficult to translate to Petri nets because the semantics
of a Petri net transition is local. That is, the enablement and effect of a transition
in a Petri net relates only to its adjacent places—a small part of the state of the
Petri net—whereas the enablement of an IOR-join may depend on the entire
state of the process model.

We show that, in many cases, the IOR-join can be replaced with free-choice
constructs, i.e., with a combination of exclusive and parallel joins. However,
we will also display a simple workflow graph in which, in some formal sense,
an IOR-join cannot be replaced. This will reveal an intrinsic limitation on
the replaceability of IOR-joins and hence the translatability of the workflow
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graph of general process models into Petri nets. This also suggests that the
expressiveness of IOR-joins extends beyond free-choice nets.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we introduce
the notions of a workflow net and workflow graph. In Sect. 3, we present the
translation between workflow nets and workflow graphs without inclusive logic.
In Sect. 4, we present our results on the translation of workflow graphs with
inclusive logic.

2. Foundations

In this section, we define the necessary fundamental notions, which include
workflow nets, workflow graphs, and their semantics.

2.1. Workflow nets

A Petri net N = (P, T, F ) consists of a finite set P of places, a finite set
T of transitions, P ∩T = ∅, and arcs F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ). For any node
x ∈ P ∪ T , we write •x = {y | (y, x) ∈ F} for the predecessors of x and
x• = {y | (x, y) ∈ F} for the successors of x; these notions canonically lift to
sets of nodes. N is connected iff between any two nodes of N there is path along
the arcs of N when ignoring arc directions.

A Petri net N is (extended) free-choice if for any two transitions t1, t2 ∈ T
with •t1 ∩ •t2 6= ∅ holds •t1 = •t2. N is simple free-choice iff additionally
•t1 = •t2 = {p} for some place p ∈ P [4].

A conflict cluster (P ′, T ′, F ′) of N is a connected subnet of N , P ′ ⊆ P, T ′ ⊆
T, F ′ ⊆ F ′ such that (P ′)

•
= T ′ and •(T ′) = P ′ and F ′ = {(p, t) ∈ F | p ∈

P ′, t ∈ T ′}. In a free-choice Petri net, a conflict cluster consists of all transitions
that share a pre-place.

A workflow net N = (P, T, F, α,Ω) is a Petri net (P, T, F ) with a distin-
guished initial place α ∈ P and distinguished final transitions ∅ 6= Ω ⊆ T , such
that

1. for all p ∈ P holds •p = ∅ implies p = α,

2. for each t ∈ T holds t• = ∅ implies t ∈ Ω, and

3. each node x ∈ P ∪ T is on a path (of edges from F ) from initial place α
to some final transition ω ∈ Ω.

Note that our definition of workflow net slightly deviates from the classical
definition [1] which defines a final place instead of final transitions. Both defi-
nitions are equivalent. We chose final transitions to avoid some technicalities in
the subsequent arguments.

A state of a workflow net N is expressed as a marking m : P → N, which
assigns each place a non-negative number of tokens. The initial marking mα of
a workflow net is such that mα(α) = 1 and mα(p) = 0 for all p ∈ P \ {α}, and
the final marking mω is such that mω(p) = 0 for all p ∈ P . A transition t ∈ T
is enabled at marking m if for each p ∈ •t, m(p) ≥ 1. If t is enabled, it can
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occur, which defines the step m
t→ mt of N to the successor marking mt, where

mt(p) = m(p)−1 if p ∈ •t\ t•, mt(p) = m(p)+1 if p ∈ t• \•t, and mt(p) = m(p)
otherwise.

2.2. Workflow graphs

A directed multi-graph G = (N,E, c) consists of a set N of nodes, a set E
of edges and a mapping c : E → (N ∪ {null}) × (N ∪ {null}) that maps each
edge to an ordered pair of nodes or a null value. If c(e) = (s, t), then s is called
the source of e, t is called the target of e; e is an outgoing edge of s, and e is
an incoming edge of t. If s = null, then we say that e is a source of the graph.
If t = null, then we say that e is a sink of the graph. For a node n ∈ N , the
set of incoming edges of n is denoted by ◦n. The set of outgoing edges of n is
denoted by n◦.

A partial workflow graph (pwfg) W = (N,E, c, l) consists of a multi-graph
G = (N,E, c) and a mapping l : N → {AND,XOR, task} that associates a
logic with every node n ∈ N . A workflow graph is a partial workflow graph
W = (N,E, c, l), such that: 1. W has exactly one source and at least one sink.
2. For each node n ∈ N , there exists a path from the source to one of the sinks
that contains n. 3. A node with task logic always has a single incoming edge
and a single outgoing edge.
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Figure 1: A workflow graph.

Figure 1 depicts a workflow graph. A
rectangle represents a task node. A diamond
containing a plus symbol represents a node
with AND logic and an empty diamond rep-
resents a node with XOR logic. A node with
a single incoming edge and multiple outgoing
edges is called a split. A node with multiple
incoming edges and a single outgoing edge is
called a join. A node with AND or XOR logic is called gateway.

The semantics of workflow graphs is, similarly to workflow nets, defined
as a token game. Let W = (N,E, c, l) be a workflow graph. A marking of
W is represented by tokens on the edges of W , i.e., a marking is a mapping
m : E → N. We write m[e] instead of m(e). When m[e] = k, we say that the
edge e is marked with k tokens in m. When m[e] > 0, we say that m marks
e. The initial marking ms of W is such that the source edge is marked with
exactly one token in ms and ms does not mark any other edge. If a node n of
a workflow graph has AND or task logic, executing n removes one token from
each of the incoming edges of n and adds one token to each of the outgoing
edges of n. If n has XOR logic, executing n removes one token from one of the
incoming edges of n and adds one token to one of the outgoing edges of n.

The choice of the set of outgoing edges to which a token is added when
executing a node with XOR logic is non-deterministic. In the following, this
semantics is defined formally:

A triple (E1, n, E2) is called a transition if n ∈ N , and any of the following
propositions:
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• l(n) = AND or l(n) = task, E1 = ◦n, and E2 = n◦.

• l(n) = XOR, there exists an edge e ∈ ◦n such that E1 = {e}, and there
exists an edge e′ ∈ n◦ such that E2 = {e′}.

Let m and m′ be two markings of W . A transition (E1, n, E2) is enabled in
a marking m if, for each edge e ∈ E1, we have m[e] > 0. A transition t can
be executed in a marking m if t is enabled in m. When t is executed in m, a
marking m′ results such that: m′[e] = m[e] − 1 if e ∈ E1, m′[e] = m[e] + 1 if

e ∈ E2, and m′[e] = m[e] otherwise. We write m1
t→ m2, when a transition t is

enabled in a marking m1 and its execution results in a marking m2.

3. Translation between Workflow Graphs and Workflow Nets

We first focus on translating workflow graphs as defined in Sect. 2.2 to work-
flow nets, and back. IOR-logic will be introduced later. Translating workflow
graphs just containing activities and AND/XOR-gateways to workflow nets has
been studied earlier [8]. First, we recall this result and then extend it in two
ways. We present a different set of translation rules than [8]; these new rules
also allow to translate every free-choice workflow net into an equivalent workflow
graph. The proof introduces a normal form for workflow graphs and a normal
form for free-choice workflow nets under which both are structurally isomorphic.
We position our results regarding related works at the end of this section.

3.1. Existing translation from workflow graphs to workflow nets

Aalst et al. [8] proposed a simple structural translation from workflow graphs
to workflow nets in two steps. Firstly, each activity A and each AND-gateway
A of the workflow graph is translated to a transition tA, and each XOR-gateway
X is translated to a place pX . Secondly, each edge between two nodes x and y
is translated to a pattern between the corresponding Petri net nodes according
to the schema shown in Fig. 2.

These rules translate every given workflow graph into a free-choice workflow
net [8], but they cannot be directly applied to define a translation in the reverse
direction. To apply the rules of Fig. 2 in reverse order, one has to identify
which right-hand side of a rule matches which part of the workflow net. This
is non-trivial as the right-hand sides of the rule of Fig. 2 overlap. For instance,
the right-hand side of rule Fig. 2(a) occurs within the right-hand sides of the
three other rules. Thus, for translating a workflow net to a workflow graph one
first has to find a partitioning of the edges of the workflow net such that each
partition corresponds to a right-hand side of one rule. Now, there are workflow
nets where the edges cannot be partitioned so that each partition matches the
right-hand side of some rule of Fig. 2. In such a case, the choice of rules for the
reverse translation becomes ambiguous or the net cannot be translated at all.

Figure 3(a) shows an example of a free-choice workflow net that cannot be
translated to a workflow graph by reversing the rules of Fig. 2. The largest
possible partitioning of edges with the matching rule is highlighted in Fig. 3(b).
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Figure 2: Translating edges of a workflow graph to corresponding Petri net patterns [8, Fig.6]
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Figure 3: Translating the workflow net (a) to a workflow graph by reversing the rules of Fig. 2
fails.

In particular, Fig. 2 provides no rule to match the edges entering transitions
b and f , respectively. This partitioning cannot be improved, i.e., there is no
partitioning where more edges can be matched to a rule. By matching those
right-hand sides of rules of Fig. 2 that can be matched and replacing them with
the corresponding left-hand side, we obtain the graph of Fig. 3(c).1 From an
intuitive point of view, the graph of Fig. 3(c) does not represent the workflow
net of Fig. 3(a): it lacks the edges entering b and f that were present in the

1Note that Aalst et al. [8] assume a workflow net to have an initial and a final transition
(instead of an initial place), so the initial place is removed prior to the translation.
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workflow net. Also, the graph of Fig. 3(c) is not a workflow graph as it has
three source nodes a, b, and f , whereas a workflow graph has exactly one source
node.

In the following, we present a different set of translation rules from workflow
graphs to workflow nets that allows to translate every free-choice workflow net
to a workflow graph.

3.2. Translating between workflow graphs and workflow nets

The approach of Sect. 3.1 translates a workflow graph to a workflow net by
replacing an edge in the former by a pattern in the latter. In the following,
we present a translation that replaces a node of the workflow graph (with its
adjacent edges) by a Petri net pattern (where adjacent edges are preserved).
The translation is based on the rules shown in Fig. 4.

a)

b)

c)

d)

x px

tx,1

tx,2

x px tx

x

x

px,1

px,2

px

tx

tx

e)
a

x px

a

tx

Figure 4: Translating nodes of a workflow graph to corresponding Petri net patterns

The rules of Fig. 4 only apply if the graph is in a normal form.

Definition 1 (Normal forms). We say that a node x of a workflow graph or of a
Petri net is trivial if it has at most one incoming and at most one outgoing edge;
x is said to be simple if it has at most one incoming or at most one outgoing
edge.

A workflow graph is normalized if each node is simple.
A Petri net N is degree-normalized if each node of N is simple. A conflict

cluster (P ′, T ′, F ′) of N is normalized if there is at most one node x ∈ P ′ ∪ T ′
that is not trivial in N , i.e., x is the only node with more than one incoming or
outgoing arc. N is cluster-normalized if each conflict cluster of N is normalized.
N is normalized if N is degree-normalized and cluster-normalized.

Based on these normal forms, we will show a strong correspondence between
workflow graphs and workflow nets, cf. Figure 5:
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WFG FC-WFN

N-WFG N-FC-WFN

[Aalst et al. 2002]

Figure 5: Relation between workflow graphs and free-choice workflow nets

1. The translation rules of Fig. 4 define a bijection between workflow graphs
in normal form (N-WFG) and corresponding free-choice workflow nets in
normal form (N-FC-WFN).

2. A workflow graph in normal form and its corresponding workflow net in
normal form are isomorphic.

3. Each workflow graph (workflow net) can be transformed into one in normal
form through a sequence of simple semantics-preserving transformation
rules.

3.2.1. Translation from workflow graphs to workflow nets

We introduce a few notions to formalize the translation. Each left-hand side
of a rule r in Fig. 4 consists of a single node x of the workflow graph. The
adjacent edges (drawn dashed) indicate the environment of the rule, i.e., they
distinguish split nodes from join nodes. Node x is a parameter of the rule. For a
chosen node y of a workflow graph W , the rule instance r[y] defines n incoming
edges ◦y of y in W and m outgoing edges y◦ of y in W (see Sect. 2.1).

The right-hand side of r consists of a small Petri net pattern pat(r) =
(P, T, F ) and adjacent arcs (drawn dashed) indicating the environment of the
rule. Two implicit mappings relate edges of the workflow graph to nodes of
pat(r):

1. tgt : ◦x→ P returns for each incoming edge (yi, x) ∈ ◦x the corresponding
Petri net place px,i = tgtr[x](yi, x), and

2. src : x◦ → T returns for each outgoing edge (x, zj) ∈ x◦ the corresponding
Petri net transition tx,j = srcr[x](x, zj).

In a workflow graph W , for each node x of W , there exists exactly one corre-
sponding rule rx of Fig. 4, which is instantiated to rx[x] according to incoming
and outgoing edges. This allows us to translate an edge e of W from x to y into
an edge (t, p) of a Petri net where t = srcrx[x](e) and p = tgtry [y](e).

We can now translate a normalized workflow graph W into a workflow net
N by applying the following procedure:

1. For each node x of W , find the matching rule rx of Fig. 4, and add
pat(rx[x]) to N .
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2. For each edge e of W such that c(e) = (x, y) and x, y 6= null, add the edge
(srcrx[x](e), tgtry [y](e)) to N .

Let g2p(W ) = N denote the resulting workflow net. Note that in particular
nodes adjacent to a source (or sink) edge of W result in a Petri net pattern with
initial place (or final transitions) of N , respectively.

3.2.2. Translation from workflow nets to workflow graphs

The rules of Fig. 4 can be applied in reverse direction. The key for identifying
which rule applies on which part of a workflow net, is to decompose a normalized,
free-choice workflow net N into its conflict clusters.

Every Petri net completely decomposes into conflict clusters and edges be-
tween conflict clusters, that is: there exists partitions P1 ∪ . . . ∪ Pn = P of
places, T1 ∪ . . . ∪ Tn = T of transitions, F1 ∪ . . . ∪ Fn ∪ F0 of N such that
each (Pi, Ti, Fi), i = 1, . . . , n is a conflict cluster and F0 contains all edges from
transitions to places. The following lemma shows that we have to distinguish
just five cases of conflict clusters for the translation.

Lemma 1. In a normalized free-choice workflow net, there are only the five
types of conflict clusters (with adjacent arcs) which are shown as a right-hand
side of the rules in Fig. 4.

Proof. By Def. 1, a cluster in a normalized free-choice workflow net has at most
one node x with more than one incoming edge or more than one outgoing edge.
Moreover, the net is degree-normalized so x cannot have multiple incoming
edges and multiple outgoing edges. This allows for the following cases. Node x
has neither multiple incoming nor multiple outgoing edges (rule (e) of Fig. 4).
Node x is a place with either multiple incoming edges or multiple outgoing edges
(rules (b) and (d) in Fig. 4). Node x is a transition with either multiple incoming
edges or multiple outgoing edges (rules (a) and (c) in Fig. 4). Any other conflict
cluster would have more than one node with multiple incoming/outgoing edges,
would not be degree-normalized, or not be free-choice.

To translate a normalized free-choice workflow net N to a workflow graph
W , apply the following procedure:

1. Decompose N into its conflict clusters (P1, T1, F1), . . . , (Pn, Tn, Fn).

2. For each i = 1, . . . , n find the rule r where the right-hand side matches
(Pi, Ti, Fi) and the adjacent arcs of (Pi, Ti, Fi) match the adjacent arcs of
r. Add a new node xi to W according to the left-hand side of r.

3. For each edge (u, v) of N between different conflict clusters, i.e., (u, v) ∈
F0, u ∈ Ti and v ∈ Pj for i 6= j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, add to W an edge e from xi
to xj .

4. For each cluster (Pi, Ti, Fi) where p ∈ Pi ∩{α}, add a source edge targeting
xi to W , and for each cluster (Pi, Ti, Fi) where t ∈ Ti ∩Ω, add to W a
sink edge from xi.
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Figure 6: The workflow net (a) translates to a workflow graph (b) using the rules of Fig. 4.

Let p2g(N) denote the resulting workflow graph. Figure 6 shows an example.
The workflow net shown in (a) is in normal form and decomposes into the
conflict clusters indicated by the grey rectangles. Each conflict cluster has a
corresponding rule in Fig. 4. Applying the rule and reconnecting the edges
yields the workflow graph of Fig. 6(b). Note that these rules cannot be applied
on the the workflow net of Fig. 2(a) as it is not in normal form. Section 3.2.4
presents rules that allow to normalize the net of Fig. 2(a) into the net of Fig. 6(a).

3.2.3. Equivalence of normalized workflow graphs and -nets

The two translation procedures g2p(.) and p2g(.) already show that the rules
of Fig. 4 allow to translate between workflow graphs and workflow nets. Next,
we establish a stronger result about the relation between normalized workflow
graphs and normalized free-choice workflow nets.

We will show that a normalized workflow graph is isomorphic to the cluster
graphs of its corresponding normalized free-choice workflow net. The cluster
graph of a free-choice workflow net N is defined as follows. Let (P1, T1, F1), . . . ,
(Pn, Tn, Fn) be the conflict clusters of N and let F0 be the remaining edges of
N . The cluster graph of N is the labeled graph GN = (V,E, l) with

1. vertices V = {v1, . . . , vn} where vi represents cluster (Pi, Ti, Fi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

2. edges (vi, vj) ∈ E iff (t, p) ∈ F0, x ∈ Ti, p ∈ Pj , 1 ≤ i, j,≤ n, and

3. labeling l that assigns node vi the label l(vi) according to the rules of
Fig. 4, where l(vi) gets the label of a rule’s left-hand side node if the
cluster (Pi, Ti, Fi) and its environment match the rule’s right hand side.

Theorem 2. Normalized workflow graphs and normalized free-choice workflow
nets are in bijection. Moreover, a normalized workflow graph and the cluster
graph of its corresponding workflow net are isomorphic.

Proof. First, g2p(.) is defined for all normalized workflow graphs, because the
patterns on the left-hand side of the rules of Fig. 4 show all possible normalized
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nodes. Also, p2g(.) is defined for all normalized, free-choice workflow nets, be-
cause every Petri net completely decomposes into its conflict clusters, and a nor-
malized free-choice net only has the 5 shown types of conflict clusters. Further, it
follows straight from the definition of g2p(.) and p2g(.) that p2g(g2p(W )) = W ,
for each normalized workflow graph W , and that g2p(p2g(N)) = N , for each
normalized free-choice workflow net N . Thus, the translation is injective. Fi-
nally, by g2p(.) and p2g(.) being total functions, the translation is also surjec-
tive, and thus the rules of Fig. 4 define a bijection between normalized workflow
graphs and normalized free-choice workflow nets.

Second, the two translations p2g(.) and g2p(.) both replace a workflow graph
node x by a corresponding workflow net cluster, or vice versa. Thus, the cluster
graph GN is isomorphic to the workflow net W .

Note that the isomorphism also preserves the behavior as the firing behavior of
a workflow graph node is exactly the same as the firing behavior of its corre-
sponding conflict cluster in the net.

3.2.4. Equivalence of workflow graphs and workflow nets

In this section, we show how we can translate between arbitrary workflow
graphs and free-choice workflow nets. We do this by normalizing arbitrary
workflow graphs and free-choice workflow nets and then using the translation
above between the normal forms (cf. Fig. 5).

We normalize workflow graphs and free-choice workflow nets by using the
well-known local transformation rules in Figs. 7,8,9,11 (cf. e.g., [9]). Such
local transformation rules preserve semantics in a strong sense: They fully pre-
serve the concurrency and the branching structure as they may only change
the atomicity of state transitions. Thus, they preserve many strong semantic
equivalences such as fully concurrent bisimulation and trace equivalence. In or-
der that we do not have to pick a concrete such equivalence, we consider in the
following two workflow graphs or workflow nets equivalent if one can be derived
from the other by a sequence of applications of local transformation rules from
Figs. 7,8,9,11.

Lemma 3. Let W be a workflow graph. Then W can be transformed into an
equivalent normalized workflow graph norm(W ).

Let N be a free-choice workflow net. Then N can be transformed into an
equivalent normalized free-choice workflow net norm(N).

To show Lemma 3, we first consider workflow graphs. In an arbitrary work-
flow graph, only gateways can have a non-normal degree. The rule of Fig. 7
splits a gateway with non-normal degree into two gateways of the same type
with a normal degree (there is a corresponding pattern for AND-gateways). It
is easy to see that each workflow graph W can be transformed into a unique
normalized workflow graph norm(W ).

In a similar fashion, each free-choice workflow net N can be transformed
into a unique normalized free-choice workflow net. Though, N can have more
involved structures that require more rules to achieve normal form. A first set
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Figure 7: Rule for degree-normalizing a workflow graph.
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Figure 8: Rules for transforming nodes of a workflow net into simple nodes.

of rules establishes that each node in N simple, i.e., has no multiple incoming
and multiple outgoing edges.

The rule of Fig. 8(a) turns an extended free-choice conflict cluster into a
simple free-choice conflict cluster (see Sect. 2.1), and establishes degree-norma-
lization of the involved nodes. The rule of Fig. 8(b) corresponds to the rule of
Fig. 7 for XOR-gateways. The rule of Fig. 8(c) corresponds to the rule of Fig. 7
for AND-gateways. The rules of Fig. 8 are applied until reaching a fixed point.
The resulting workflow net is degree-normalized.

To fully normalize a workflow net, also each conflict cluster has to be normal.
This is achieved by the transformation rules of Fig. 9. The left hand side of each
rule shows a conflict cluster that is not normal, each rule covers a possible case;
the fourth case where p has multiple outgoing arcs and t has multiple incoming
arcs cannot occur in a normal free-choice net. Each rule splits the non-normal
conflict cluster into two simple conflict clusters. The rules of Fig. 9 are again
applied until reaching a fixed point. The resulting workflow net norm(N) is
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Figure 9: Rules for transforming clusters of a workflow net into simple clusters.
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Figure 10: Translating workflow nets with task names to workflow graphs with corresponding
tasks.

simple.
For example, the non-normal workflow net of Fig. 3(a) can be normalized by

applying the rule of Fig. 9(c) on transition b; the resulting normalized workflow
net is shown in Fig. 6(a).

3.3. Preserving tasks

Up to now, we have presented translations between workflow graphs and
workflow nets that preserve their logical structure. The translation from work-
flow graphs to workflow nets also preserves tasks, that is, for each task A in
a workflow graph, there will be a task A in the workflow net. The converse,
however, is not true, which is primarily because a workflow net does not distin-
guish “task” transitions and “gateway” transitions. We solve this problem in
the following.

A standard way of highlighting specific tasks in a workflow net is to la-
bel transitions with a task name a ∈ Σ from some task name set Σ, or with
τ (denoting a gateway transition). Figure 10(a) shows a workflow net where
transitions are labeled with task names (no inscribed label means τ). Trans-
lating the workflow net of Fig. 10(a) using the rules of Fig. 4 where labels of
transitions matching rule Fig. 4(e) are preserved, yields the workflow graph of
Fig. 10(b). This workflow graph does not match the intuition of the workflow
net of Fig. 10(a) having tasks a-g.

In order to translate each transition labeled with a task name a into a task
with the same label, we have to separate transitions with task labels and transi-
tions which correspond to gateway logic. Figure 11 shows further local structural
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Figure 11: Transformation rules to separate labeled transitions from gateway logic.

transformation rules for achieving this separation. Each left-hand side of a rule
depicts a situation in a normalized free-choice workflow net, where a conflict
cluster that represents a workflow graph gateway contains a transition labeled
with a task name. The corresponding right-hand side inserts a τ -labeled transi-
tion before or after this task-labeled transition such that we obtain two conflict
clusters: one with the same logical structure as the given conflict cluster and
with only τ -labeled transitions, and one containing just the task-labeled transi-
tion. Applying all rules on a labeled normalized, free-choice workflow net until
reaching a fixed point produces the desired structure.

For example, the workflow net of Fig. 10(a) gets transformed into the net
of Fig. 10(c). Translating this net by the rules of Fig. 4 produces the workflow
graph of Fig. 10(d) which matches the intuition of the original workflow net.
Alternatively, one could provide a richer set of translation rules which take the
labeling of transitions into account to produce tasks and gateways together.

3.4. Equivalence of translations

With Theorem 2 we have proven that workflow graphs without IOR-gateways
and free-choice workflow nets are identical, when considering their normal forms.
Non-normal workflow graphs and workflow nets can be normalized while pre-
serving their behavior.

As a side note, we show now that the existing translation of van der Aalst
et al. [8], presented in Fig. 2 and our translation presented in Fig. 4 in fact
coincide. We only sketch the proof, which is based on the observation that the
rules of Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 are composed of finer-grained rules. Figure 12(a)-
(d) shows four “atomic” rules for translating an incoming/outgoing edge of an
XOR/AND-gateway into a corresponding Petri net pattern. The left-hand sides
of the rules of Fig. 2 and of Fig. 4 are composed from the left-hand sides of the
atomic rules (either by composing dangling edges or by fusing nodes of the
same kind). When the corresponding right-hand sides of the the atomic rules
are composed in the same way, we obtain the respective right-hand sides of the
rules of Fig. 2 and of Fig. 4. This is shown exemplarily for the rule of Fig. 2(d)
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Figure 12: The “atomic” rules (a)-(d) allow to construct any of the translation rules of Fig. 2
and 4.

in Fig. 12(e), and for the rule of Fig. 4(b) in Fig. 12(f); for rule Fig. 4(e), treat
the activity as an AND-gateway.

To conclude, the rules presented in this paper implement the same transla-
tion as the rules proposed in [8]. Yet, the different composition principles of the
rules of this paper (Fig. 4) allowed us to identify normalized conflict clusters as
the building blocks that correspond to workflow graph nodes and in turn allowed
us to display a reverse translation from free-choice workflow nets to workflow
graphs.

3.5. Related work

Besides [8], the problem of translating process models to Petri nets has been
addressed also explicitly for individual industrial process modeling languages.
Central subsets of EPC [10] and of BPMN [11] can be translated to Petri nets
by translating nodes of the source model to Petri-net pattern that are then
merged based on the connecting edges. The rules for translating UML Activity
Diagrams to Petri nets proposed in [12] translate nodes and arcs individu-
ally, where the translation rules for arcs are context-sensitive with respect to
their environment. In all cases, the resulting model is always a workflow net,
but not necessarily free-choice. Also, not all constructs of industrial languages
can be translated to workflow nets; for instance some EPC constructs feature
non-local semantics that cannot be translated to Petri net patterns [13]. For
workflow graphs with AND/XOR-gateways, the translation pattern in [10–12]
yield similar results as the patterns in this paper.

None of the mentioned approaches considered the converse problem of trans-
lating workflow nets to workflow graphs (or a particular industrial language).
In this context, the rules of [10] and [12] are problematic as the rules’ right-hand
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sides are not mutually exclusive, and the problems described in Sect. 3.1 will
arise for these rules as well. The rules of [11] essentially correspond to our rules
and hence are reversible. Our paper provides the proof that they are indeed
reversible for normalized free-choice workflow nets.

3.6. Conclusion: Taking the best of two worlds

With the strong translation between workflow graphs and free-choice work-
flow nets, a user may use techniques from either domain and apply it in the
other. For example, process discovery algorithms such as [14, 15] can be con-
figured to discover free-choice workflow nets from an event log; the presented
translation then allows us to present the results as workflow graphs.

By the translation, any technique that transforms a free-choice workflow
net N into a free-choice workflow net N ′ can be lifted to a technique that
transforms a workflow graph G into workflow graph G′. For instance, one can
repair a workflow graph G that does not conform to an event log L as follows.
Translate the workflow graph G to a workflow net N ; repair N through model
extensions and transformation so that it conforms to L, for instance using [16];
if the repaired workflow net N ′ is free-choice, it can be translated to a workflow
graph G′ that is guaranteed to conform to L.

Workflow graphs and workflow nets can now be related to each in either rep-
resentation which, in principle, allows model comparison, alignment, or querying
of models of different meta-models. Furthermore, diagnostic information from
Petri net-based analysis technique has a simple and direct correspondence to
diagnostic information on workflow graphs. Using this correspondence, struc-
tural techniques for free-choice workflow nets such as structural reduction rules
or transition invariants [4] can also be interpreted directly in terms of workflow
graphs.

4. Translating Inclusive Or-Logic

In this section, we study whether a workflow graph with IOR gateways can
be translated into a workflow graph with only XOR and AND gateways. We
have shown in the previous section that such a workflow graph could in turn
easily be translated into a free-choice workflow net.

There are two aspects of the IOR gateway: the split and the join. On the
one hand, the IOR-split has a local semantics, i.e., the enablement and effect of
a transition executing an IOR-split relates only to its adjacent places. We will
present a natural translation of the IOR-split. On the other hand, the IOR-join,
which has a non-local semantics, i.e., the enablement of the IOR-join depends
on the marking of the whole workflow graph, is more difficult to translate. 2

2A special case of this problem arises when we want to translate a free-choice workflow net
with multiple sinks (or equivalently, a workflow graph without inclusive logic with multiple
sinks) into a free-choice workflow net with a unique sink. This is because the termination
semantics for multiple sinks is usually equivalent with the Or-join semantics. Note that a
workflow net or -graph has a unique sink in the classical definition.
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To study the IOR-join replacement, we focus on acyclic workflow graphs,
for which the IOR-join semantics is simpler. This will allow us to provide
replacement strategies for IOR-joins. Conversely, it will already suffice to display
simple workflow graphs in which, in some formal sense, an IOR-join cannot be
replaced. This will reveal an intrinsic limitation on the replaceability of IOR-
joins and hence the translatability of workflow graphs into workflow nets.

Note that the replacement techniques for acyclic graphs can also be applied
to cyclic graphs in case the IOR-joins can be separated in certain acyclic single-
entry-single-exit fragments using graph parsing techniques [17, 18], cf. also [19].

We start by introducing acyclic workflow graphs with IOR logic in Sect. 4.1.
In Sect. 4.2, we present two approaches to translate IOR-splits. In Sect. 4.3,
we consider local replacements of IOR-joins. This translation strategy consists
in replacing an IOR-join by a partial workflow graph that connects to the edges
left dangling by the removal of the IOR-join. Such a local replacement fully
maintains, apart from the IOR-join, the original workflow graph and thus makes
the mapping to the original workflow graph trivial. Moreover, it leads to a
very intuitive notion of equivalence: the partial workflow graph must have the
same behavior as the IOR-join. We characterize under which conditions a local
replacement is possible in an acyclic workflow graph and define a replacement
for these cases. In Sect. 4.4, we consider a non-local translation strategy and
characterize its condition of application. A non-local replacement essentially still
retains the structure of the original workflow graph and allows us to replace some
IOR-joins that have no local replacement. In Sect. 4.5, we relax our notion of
replacement even more, and we show that even then, there exist simple acyclic
workflow graphs that have IOR-joins that cannot be replaced. In Sect. 4.6,
we relate this result and its implications to the translations of workflow graphs
containing IOR-joins into Petri nets.

4.1. Acyclic workflow graphs with inclusive logic

We extend our definition of workflow graphs (See Sect. 2.1) to add the IOR
logic: A partial workflow graph (pwfg) W = (N,E, c, l) consists of a multi-graph
G = (N,E, c) and a mapping l : N → {AND,XOR, IOR, task} that associates
a logic with every node n ∈ N . The structural restriction on a partial workflow
graph to be a workflow graph remains the same. For the sake of presentation
simplicity, we will only use workflow graphs in normal form, i.e., we do not use
gateways with multiple incoming edges and multiple outgoing edges.
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Figure 13: A workflow graph.

Figure 13 depicts an acyclic workflow
graph. A gateway with IOR logic is repre-
sented by a diamond with a circle inside.

The elements of an acyclic workflow
graphs are in a partial order defined by the
flow of the graph: Let G = (N,E, c) be an
acyclic multi-graph. If x1, x2 are two distinct
elements in N ∪ E such that there is a path
from x1 to x2, then we say that x1 precedes x2, denoted x1 < x2, and x2 follows
x1.
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If a gateway n has IOR logic, n is enabled if and only if at least one of its
incoming edges is marked and there is no marked edge that precedes a non-
marked incoming edge of n. In Fig. 13, the marking [d, e] would not enable v,
because the marked edge e precedes the non-marked incoming edge f of v. The
marking [d, g], would enable v.

When n executes, it removes one token from each of its marked incoming
edges and adds one token to a non-empty subset of its outgoing edges. This IOR
semantics, which is explained in detail elsewhere [19], complies with the BPMN
2.0 standard and BPEL’s dead path elimination [20]. As for XOR-splits, the
choice of the set of outgoing edges to which a token is added when executing an
IOR-spit is non-deterministic.

More formally: Let W = (N,E, c, l) be an acyclic workflow graph. In addi-
tion to the definition of transition in Sect. 2.2, a triple (E1, n, E2) is also called
a transition if n ∈ N , l(n) = IOR, E1 ⊆ ◦n, E2 ⊆ n◦, and E1 and E2 are non-
empty. A transition (E1, n, E2) such that l(n) = IOR is enabled in a marking
m if, for each edge e ∈ E1, we have m[e] > 0, E1 = {e ∈ ◦n | m(e) > 0} and for
every edge e ∈ ◦n \ E1, there exists no edge e′, marked in m, such that e′ < e.

In the rest of the paper, we will work with the notions of workflow graphs
such as execution sequence, reachable marking, and soundness which we intro-
duce now:

An execution sequence of W is a finite alternating sequence σ = 〈m0, t0,
m1, ..., mn〉 of markings mi of W and transitions ti = (Ei, ni, E

′
i) such that, for

each i ≥ 0, ti is enabled in mi and mi+1 results from the execution of ti in mi.

We write m1
σ→ m2 when m1 is the first marking and m2 is the last marking of

σ. An execution sequence σ marks an edge e if there exists a marking of σ that
marks e.

An execution of W is a (finite) execution sequence σ = 〈m0, ...,mn〉 of W
such that m0 = ms and there is no transition enabled in mn. As the transition
between two markings can be easily deduced, we often omit the transitions
when representing an execution or an execution sequence, i.e., we write them as
sequence of markings. We only consider finite executions and finite execution
sequences because we only discuss acyclic workflow graphs.

Let m be a marking of W , m is reachable from a marking m′ of W if there
exists an execution sequence σ = 〈m0, ...,mn〉 of W such that m0 = m′ and
m = mn. The marking m is a reachable marking of W if m is reachable from
ms.

The marking m is a (local) deadlock if there exists a non-sink edge e ∈ E
that is marked in m and e is marked in all the markings reachable from m. We
say that W is deadlock-free if there exists no reachable marking m of W such
that m is a deadlock. The marking m is a lack of synchronization (or unsafe)
if there exists an edge e ∈ E that is marked by more than one token in m.
We say that a workflow graph W contains a lack of synchronization if there
exists a reachable marking m of W such that m is a lack of synchronization.
A workflow graph is sound if it is deadlock-free and does not contain a lack of
synchronization. Note that this notion of soundness is equivalent to the usual
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notion of soundness used for workflow nets (see for e.g. [8]).

4.2. Translating IOR-splits

As described above, an IOR-split consumes a token from its single incoming
edge, and it produces a token on each of a non-empty subset of its outgoing
edges. This semantics is local and it can be translated to XOR- and AND-logic
as shown in Fig. 14(b).

The replacement illustrated by Fig. 14(b), replacing the IOR-split from
Fig. 14(a), creates an XOR-split and a branch for each possible assignment of the
outgoing edges of the IOR-split. This replacement faithfully mimics the seman-
tics of the IOR-split and fully preserves the structure of the original workflow
graph. Unfortunately, the resulting workflow graph grows exponentially with
respect to the number of outgoing edges of the IOR-join.
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(a) An IOR-split.

a

b

c

d

(b) A faithful translation.

b

c

d

a

(c) A simpler translation.

Figure 14: Two possible ways to replace an IOR-split.

Another translation for an IOR-split is shown in Fig. 14(c). This replace-
ment only adds two edges and one gateway per outgoing edge. However, this
replacement has two drawbacks: 1. It creates an additional sink per outgoing
edge, which can be a problem for use cases requiring a single sink. 2. It does not
enforce that at least one outgoing edge carries a token. In some use cases, this
can be enforced by the user through the specification of data-related conditions
specifying when each outgoing edge carries a token. Therefore, for a use case
like translating a BPMN 2.0 process to be executed on an execution engine that
does not support IOR-logic directly, this replacement can be adequate. For use
cases where the data-related conditions are abstracted, like most control-flow
analysis, this replacement is not adequate.

However, both ideas, from Fig. 14(b) and from Fig. 14(c), can be combined
into a third translation, which is shown in Fig. 15. There, a first decision makes
sure that at least one of the outcomes b, c, or d takes place, and afterwards, a
set of pairwise concurrent decisions chooses additional optional outcomes. This
is a faithful translation where the number of gateways is linear and the number
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Figure 15: A faithful quadratic translation of an IOR-split creating multiple sinks.

of edges is quadratic in the number of outgoing edges of the original IOR-split.
It creates a linear number of additional sinks. Note that multiple sinks can be
merged into a a single sink by using an IOR-join. The IOR-join can then in turn
be replaced by XOR- and AND-logic as we describe later in Sections 4.3 and
4.4. Note that such a replacement is not always local, i.e., it does not necessarily
fully preserve the structure, cf. Section 4.4.

4.3. Local replacements for IOR-joins

Fig. 16 illustrates an example of a local replacement of an IOR-join. In this
example, the IOR-join j is replaced by the partial workflow graph composed of
the nodes v and w, and the edge i. As a graphical convention, we represent
the elements of the original workflow graph using solid lines and the elements
introduced to replace an IOR-join using dashed lines. In the following, we omit
tasks in the workflow graphs when they are not relevant for our discussion.
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(a) A workflow graph.
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(b) Local replacement of j.

Figure 16: An example of local replacement where the IOR-join j is replaced by the partial
workflow graph composed of the nodes v and w, and the edge i.

4.3.1. Local replacement and equivalence

A local replacement of an IOR-join j is a partial workflow graph R that
connects to the edges left dangling by the removal of j. Note that j and R have
exactly the same set of incoming and outgoing edges. Apart from the IOR-join,
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a local replacement preserves the original workflow graph, which makes it very
easy to relate the original and the translated workflow graph. We formalize a
local replacement as follows:

Definition 2 (Local replacement). Let W = (N,E, c, l) be a workflow graph
and j be a node in N . Let R = (N ′′, E′′, c′′, l′′) be a partial workflow graph
such that for each node n ∈ N ′′, l′′(n) = XOR or l′′(n) = AND, N ∩ N ′′ = ∅,
and E ∩ E′′ = ∅.

A local replacement of j in W by R results in a workflow graph W ′ =
(N ′, E′, c′, l′) such that:

• N ′ = N \ {j} ∪N ′′,

• E′ = E ∪ E′′,

• c′(e) = c′′(e) when e ∈ E′′,
c′(e) = c(e) = (s, t) when e ∈ E and s 6= j 6= t,

c′(e) = (s, t) such that s ∈ N ′′ and t ∈ N if e ∈ E and c(e) = (j, t),

c′(e) = (s, t) such that t ∈ N ′′ and s ∈ N if e ∈ E and c(e) = (s, j),

• l′(n) = l(n) when n ∈ N \ j, l′(n) = l′′(n) when n ∈ N ′′, and

• each element x ∈ N ′′ ∪ E′′ is on a path in W from an edge ein ∈ E such
that c(ein) = (s, j) to the edge eout ∈ E such that c(eout) = (j, t).

Intuitively, the workflow graph W ′ resulting from the local replacement of an
IOR-join j in a workflow graph W by a partial workflow graph R is equivalent
to W if R has the same “behavior” as j. We will now formalize this intuition.

Let, in the rest of this section, W = (N,E, c, l) be a workflow graph con-
taining an IOR-join j and W ′ = (N ′, E′, c′, l′) be a workflow graph obtained by
local-replacement of j by a partial workflow graph R. We first introduce the
notions of replacement transition and replacement execution sequence:

Definition 3 (Replacement transition and replacement sequence). A transition
(E1, n, E2) of W ′ is a replacement transition if n ∈ (N ′ \ N). An execution
sequence σ of W ′ is a replacement execution sequence if each transition of σ is
a replacement transition and after σ no replacement transition is enabled and
no edge e ∈ E′ \ E is marked.

We can now define a notion of equivalence between W and W ′:

Definition 4 (Equivalence of a local replacement). W and W ′ are equivalent
if the following two conditions are met:

1. Let m1 and m2 be two reachable markings of W . For any transition

t = (E1, j, E2) such that m1
t→ m2 in W , there exists a replacement

execution sequence σ such that m1
σ→ m2 in W ′.
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2. Let m1 and m2 be two reachable markings of W ′ such that m1 and m2

only mark edges in E. For any replacement execution sequence σ such
that m1

σ→ m2 in W ′, there exists a transition t = (E1, j, E2) such that

m1
t→ m2 in W .

4.3.2. Characterization of locally replaceable IOR-joins and replacement tech-
nique

In the following, we give a local replacement technique which, as we will see
later, can provide a local replacement for any IOR-join that can be replaced
locally. Then, we characterize under which conditions an IOR-join can be re-
placed locally, i.e., regardless of the replacement technique. This result is an
extension of a technique [21] that completes a workflow graph with multiple
sinks to obtain a workflow graph with a single sink.

Some IOR-joins can easily be replaced locally: It is clear that we can replace
an IOR-join by an AND-join if all its incoming edges are marked every time it
is executed, and by an XOR-join if only one of its incoming edge is marked
every time it is executed [22]. For an acyclic workflow graph, we have shown
elsewhere [23] how to compute these properties in quadratic time with respect
to the size of the workflow graph. Furthermore, a workflow graph completion
heuristic based on the refined process structure tree [21] can also provide a local
replacement for some IOR-joins.

The idea behind the local replacement that we propose is to merge groups
of edges which are never marked together with an XOR-join using enough edges
to ensure that an edge of the group is marked during any execution where the
IOR-join is executed. Then we join the outgoing edges of the created XOR-joins
by an AND-join. This strategy also supports the simple cases described earlier.
After defining this strategy, we will present examples of this replacement and
discuss the limitations of local replacements in Sect. 4.3.3.

First, we define the notions of test and cover which will allow us to formulate
the replacement based on covers:

Definition 5 (Mutually exclusive edges, test, and cover). Let W = (N,E, c, l)
be a workflow graph.

Two edges in E are mutually exclusive if there exists no execution of W
which marks both edges.

A test of an edge e ∈ E is a set Te ⊆ E of pairwise mutually exclusive edges
such that an execution σ of W marks e if σ marks one of the edges in Te. If
X ⊆ E is a subset of edges such that Te ⊆ X, we say that Te is a test over X.

Let X ⊆ E and e ∈ E. A cover of X with respect to e is a set C of tests of
e over X such that each edge in X belongs to a test in C.

Note this definition allows a test to contain a single edge. In Fig. 16(a), the
tests T1 = {e, f} and T2 = {c} of g form a cover C = {T1, T2} of ◦j with respect
to g. We now describe how to obtain a local replacement of an IOR-join using
a cover of its incoming edges with respect to its outgoing edge. We shall see
later that such cover does not always exist. Fig. 17 illustrates the structure of
the replacement:
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Figure 17: Canvas of cover-based replacement.

Definition 6 (Cover-based replacement). Let j be an IOR-join in a workflow
graph W and o be the outgoing edge of j. Let C be a cover of ◦j with respect
to o.

Let the R = (N ′′, E′′, c′′, l′′) be a partial workflow graph defined as follows:

• N ′′ contains: an AND-split ae for each edge e ∈ ◦j, an XOR-join xi for
each test Ti ∈ C, and one AND-join f .

• For each test Ti ∈ C, for each edge e ∈ Ti, E′′ contains an edge from the
AND-split ae to the XOR-join xi. For each XOR-join xi, E

′′ contains an
edge from xi to the AND-join f .

The Cover-based replacement (C-replacement for short) of j replaces j by R as
follows: The target of each (previously) incoming edge e of j is set to be ae.
The source of the (previously) outgoing edge o of j is set to f .

Note that when an edge e in ◦j belongs to only one test, the AND-split ae
has a single outgoing edge and can be removed. When a test Ti contains only
one edge, the XOR-join xi has a single incoming edge and can be removed.

The local replacement illustrated by Fig. 16(a) and Fig. 16(b) is the result
of a C-replacement using the cover C = {{e, f}, {c}} of ◦j with respect to the
outgoing edge g of j. Because each edge is used only in one test, there is no
AND-split necessary. Moreover, the test {c} contains only one edge, therefore
it does not require an XOR-join.

Fig. 18 illustrates a more complex C-replacement of the IOR-join labeled j
of Fig. 18(a) by the partial workflow graph containing the nodes w, x, y, and
z and the edges f, g, h, and i in Fig. 18(b). This replacement is based on the
cover C = {{a, c, e}, {b}, {d, e}}.

Computing tests, including checking that edges are mutually exclusive can
be done using state space exploration, which can take exponential time. More
efficient heuristics exist for some special cases. For example, it is possible to
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Figure 18: An example of local replacement where the IOR-join j is replaced by the partial
workflow graph composed of the nodes w, x, y, and z and the edges f, g, h, and i.

compute in quadratic time whether a set of edges in an acyclic process is mu-
tually exclusive [23]. Efficient computation of the tests is out of scope of this
paper.

We can now characterize the conditions under which an IOR-join has an
equivalent local replacement:

Theorem 4 (Equivalent local replacement existence). Let W be a sound work-
flow graph containing an IOR-join j.

An IOR-join j has an equivalent local replacement iff there exists a cover of
◦j with respect to the outgoing edge of j. (See Appendix B for a proof.)

While Thm. 4 applies to any local replacement technique, the proof of the
‘if’ direction shows that, whenever there exists a cover of ◦j with respect to
the outgoing edge of j, the C-replacement of j produces an equivalent workflow
graph.

4.3.3. The limitation of local replacements

The local replacement replaces an IOR-join by gateways which have local
semantics and, as the replacement retains the same incoming edges as the IOR-
join, only receives local “information”. In some cases, this local information
is not enough to differentiate between some reachable markings that can be
differentiated by the non-local semantics of the IOR-join. The two workflow
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Figure 19: Two workflow graphs containing an IOR-join that cannot be replaced locally

graphs illustrated by Fig. 19 are workflow graphs that cannot be locally replaced
for this reason. The ‘only if’ direction of Thm. 4 allows us to capture this
limitation.

Fig. 19(a) is a slight variation of Fig. 16(a) where changing the target of
the edge e makes it impossible replace the IOR-join locally. By changing the
target of e, e does not belong to ◦j anymore. As in Fig. 16(a), the marking
m1 = [b, c] does not enable j because there is a path from the token on b to the
empty slot f and the marking m2 = [e, c] enables j. In contrast to Fig. 16(a), in
Fig. 19(a), the markings m1 and m2 cannot be differentiated based only on the
local “information”, i.e., based on the marking of the edges f and c. In terms
of Thm. 4, the test T1 = {e, f} cannot be used to build a cover of ◦j anymore
and there is no other test of g that contains f .

In Fig. 19(b), a local replacement would not be able the to differentiate the
two reachable marking [e, g] and [g]. In terms of Thm. 4, the IOR-join cannot
be replaced locally because e does not belong to any test of h contained in ◦j,
i.e., there exists no cover of h.

We will see in the next section how the IOR-joins of these two examples
can be replaced using a non-local replacement which allows us to transfer the
“missing information”.

4.4. Non-local replacements for IOR-joins

Fig. 20(b) shows an example of a non-local replacement where the IOR-
join j of Fig. 20(a) is replaced by the partial workflow graph composed of the
nodes w, x and the edges i, e′ where, additionally, the AND-split v was inserted
on the edge c which delivers additional (non-local) information to the IOR-
join replacement via the edge i.

So, in addition to a local replacement, we allow non-local replacements to
insert additional AND-splits in the graph, which can only be connected to the
IOR-join replacement. These AND-splits only “copy” tokens to route them to
the replacement and do not alter the original behavior of the process. This also
preserves the graph structure to a large extent.

Kiepuszewski et al. [24, Proof of Theorem 5.1] give a completion approach to
transform a Petri net with multiple sinks into a Petri net with a single sink. In
this section, we will show that one can use a variation of that approach, which
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(b) Non-local replacement of j in Fig. 20(a).

Figure 20: An example of non-local replacement.

we call K-replacement, to replace an IOR-join in an acyclic workflow graph.
We give a condition that characterizes the IOR-joins for which this replacement
produces an equivalent workflow graph. Finally, we show that checking whether
replacing the IOR-join produces an equivalent workflow graph can be done in
polynomial time and that the replacement itself requires polynomial time.

4.4.1. Non-local replacement and equivalence:

First, we formalize the concept of non-local replacement. When inserting a
gateway g on an edge e, we create an additional edge e′ such that the source of
e′ is g and the target of e′ is the target of e and the target of e becomes g. We
say that the edge e′ is the resulting edge from the insertion of g on e.

Definition 7 (Non-local replacement). Let W = (N,E, c, l) be a workflow
graph and j be a node inN . LetR = (N ′′, E′′, c′′, l′′) be a partial workflow graph
such that for each node n ∈ N ′′, l′′(n) = XOR or l′′(n) = AND, N ∩ N ′′ = ∅,
and E ∩ E′′ = ∅. Let lg =< a0, . . . , an > be a list of AND-splits such that
lg ∩ (N ∪R) = ∅.

A non-local replacement of j in W by R and lg results in a workflow graph
W ′ = (N ′, E′, c′, l′) obtained by the insertion of lg on some edges < e0, . . . , en >
of W resulting in a list le of edges and the insertion of R such that:

• N ′ = N \ {j} ∪N ′′ ∪ lg,

• E′ = E ∪ E′′ ∪ le ,

• c′(e) = c(e) = (s, t) when e ∈ E, s ∈ N , t ∈ N , and s 6= j 6= t,

c′(e) = c′′(e) = (s, t) when e ∈ E′′, s ∈ N ′′, and t ∈ N ′′,
c′(e) = (s, t) such that s ∈ N and t ∈ N ′′ if e ∈ E and c(e) = (s, j) or
e ∈ E′′ and s ∈ lg,
c′(e) = (s, t) such that s ∈ N ′′ and t ∈ N if e ∈ E and c(e) = (j, t),

• l′(n) = l(n) when n ∈ N \ j, l′(n) = l′′(n) when n ∈ N ′′, and

• each element x ∈ N ′′ ∪ E′′ is on a path in W from an edge ein ∈ E such
that c(ein) = (s, j) or a node ai ∈ lg to the edge eout ∈ E such that
c(eout) = (j, t).
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We now define when a non-local replacement is semantically correct through
a notion of equivalence of the two workflow graphs. Let, in the rest of this
section, W = (N,E, c, l) be a workflow graph containing an IOR-join j and
W ′ = (N ′, E′, c′, l′) be a workflow graph obtained by non-local replacement of
j. To define equivalence we need to map the markings of W and W ′. We first
define a mapping ψ : E′ → E ∪ {null} such that for any edge e′ in E′:

ψ(e′) =


e′ if e′ ∈ E,

e if e′ is the resulting edge of the insertion of an AND-join on e,

null otherwise.

We define a mapping φ from a marking of W ′ to a marking of W such that

φ(m)[e] =
∑

ψ(e′)=e

m[e′].

We reuse the notion of replacement execution sequence defined in Sect. 4.3.

Definition 8 (Equivalence of non-local replacement). W and W ′ are equivalent
if for any pair of reachable markings m1 of W , m′1 of W ′ such that m1 = φ(m′1),
we have:

1. for any transition t = (E1, j, E2) and any marking m2 such that m1
t→ m2

in W , there exists a replacement execution sequence σ and a marking m′2
such that m′1

σ→ m′2 in W ′ and m2 = φ(m′2), and

2. for any replacement execution sequence σ and any marking m′2 such that

m′1
σ→ m′2 in W ′, there exists a transition t = (E1, j, E2) and a marking

m2 such that m1
t→ m2 in W and m2 = φ(m′2).

4.4.2. A simple non-local replacement:

As an intermediary step, we discuss informally a simple version of a local
replacement technique, which we call simple K-replacement. We will then point
out a shortcoming of simple K-replacement and modify it to obtain the K-
replacement.

Fig. 21(a) and Fig. 21(b) show equivalent non-local replacements for the
workflow graphs in Fig. 19(a) and Fig. 19(b), respectively. These are two ex-
amples of simple K-replacement.

The simple K-replacement uses the notion of a bridge: A bridge from an
edge e to an edge e′ is a path from e to e′ such that each split on the path
is an AND-split and each join on the path is an XOR-join. For example, in
Fig. 21(a), the path < e, v, j, w, f ′ > is a bridge from e to f ′. The existence of
a bridge from e to e′ implies that every execution which marks e also marks e′.

The key idea of simple K-replacement is to replace an IOR-join by an AND-
join and to ensure that every incoming edge of the new AND-join carries a token
in every execution by adding suitable bridges. More precisely, for each incoming
edge e′ of the AND-join and each outgoing edge e of any XOR-split such that
e is not on a path to e′, we create a bridge from e to e′. Intuitively, for each
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(b) Non-local replacement of j in Fig. 19(b).

Figure 21: Non-local replacements of the IOR-joins in Fig. 19 that do not have a local re-
placement

outgoing edge e of an XOR-split that removes a token from a path to e′, we add
a bridge that brings an additional token to e′ on a different path. This leads to
equivalent workflow graphs for the examples in Fig. 19(a) and Fig. 19(b).

However, consider the workflow graph in Fig. 22 obtained by the same tech-
nique for the IOR-join v in the workflow graph shown by Fig. 20(a). When an
execution σ marks the edge d of the workflow graph in Fig. 22, the edge h is
also marked by σ which is not the case when an execution marks the edge d in
the workflow graph in Fig. 20(a). Thus, simple K-replacement does not lead to
an equivalent workflow graph when applied to an IOR-join that is not executed
by every execution of the original workflow graph.
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Figure 22: Non-local replacement of j in Fig. 20(a).

4.4.3. K-replacement:

We now describe our generalized technique, called K-replacement. Applying
K-replacement to f in Fig. 20(a) results in the workflow graph in Fig. 20(b). K-
replacement uses the notion of dominator frontier to apply the same replacement
strategy as the simple K-replacement to a sub-graph of the workflow instead of
the complete graph. Applying the K-replacement to a sub-graph of the workflow
graph implies that the AND-join replacing the IOR-join only executes during
the execution that marks an edge of this sub-graph and thus allows us to produce
an equivalent replacement in more cases than with simple K-replacement.

To this end, we use the notions of dominator and dominator frontier.

Definition 9 (Dominator and dominator frontier). A node x1 dominates an-
other node x2 if each path from the source edge of the workflow graph to x2
contains x1.
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A dominator x1 of a node x2 is the minimal dominator of x2 if there exists
no node x′1 such that x′1 dominates x2, x1 dominates x′1, and x1 6= x′1 6= x2.

A set Ed of edges is the dominator frontier of a node x2 if a node x1 is the
minimal dominator of x2, Ed ⊆ x1◦, for each edge e ∈ Ed, e < x2, and for each
edge e′ ∈ ((x1◦) \ Ed), we have e′ 6< x2.

For example, in Fig. 16(b), the nodes r and s dominate the node v and the
node s is the minimal dominator of v. In Fig. 20(a), the dominator frontier of
j is the set of edges {b, c}.

K-replacement replaces an IOR-join j by an AND-join. Furthermore, a
bridge from e to e′ is created for each incoming edge e′ of j and each edge e
such that e is the outgoing edge of an XOR-split on a path from an edge of the
dominator frontier of j to j, and there is no path from e to e′. K-replacement
is detailed further by Algorithm 1. As mentioned earlier, Fig. 20(b) shows the
workflow graph resulting from the application of Algorithm 1 to the IOR-join j
in Fig. 20(a).

Algorithm 1 K-replace(j, W ).
Input: A workflow graph W = (N,E, c, l) and and IOR-join j ∈ N .
Output: A workflow graph W ′ = (N ′, E′, c′, l′) where j has been K-replaced.

Create an AND-join a and set the source of the outgoing edge of j to be a.
Let EI be the set of incoming edges of j in W .
for each edge e ∈ Ei do

Create an XOR-join xe.
Set the target of e to be xe.
Create and edge from xe to a.

end for
Let preset(j) be the set of all elements in E ∪N from the minimal dominator
of j having a path to j
for each edge e′ ∈ ◦j do

for each decision d ∈ preset(j) do
Let preset(e′) be the set of all elements in E ∪N from the dominator

frontier of j having a path to e′,
for each edge e ∈ d◦ such that e 6∈ preset(e′)) do

if d 6= minimal dominator of j OR e ∈ dominator frontier of j then
if The target of e is not an and split then

Insert an AND-split s on e
else

Let s be the target of e
end if
Add an edge from s to xe′

end if
end for

end for
end for
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The K-replacement implies that the AND-join replacing the IOR-join ex-
ecutes in every execution where an edge of the dominator frontier is marked.
Thus, intuitively, the K-replacement produces an equivalent workflow graph if
each execution that marks one edge of the dominator frontier also executes the
IOR-join.

In the following, we formalize this intuition as a necessary and sufficient
condition for the K-replacement to produce an equivalent workflow graph.

Theorem 5 (K-replacement applicability). K-replacement of an IOR-join j in
a workflow graph W produces a workflow graph that is equivalent with W iff j
is executed in each execution of W in which an edge of the dominator frontier
of j is marked. (See Appendix C for a proof.)

Thus, K-replacement of the IOR-join j in Fig. 20(a) produces an equivalent
workflow graph shown in Fig. 20(b) because j executes in an execution σ if and
only if an edge of its dominator frontier {b, c} is marked by σ. This is not the
case for the workflow graph in Fig. 23. The dominator frontier of y in Fig. 23 is
the set {b, c}. The edges b and c are marked by every execution. Thus, applying
the K-replacement algorithm to y would thus produce a workflow graph in which
the task z is executed during every execution. It is not the case for the workflow
graph in Fig. 23 in which the execution where the edges g and d are marked
does not execute z.
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Figure 23: The IOR-join y cannot be replaced.

4.4.4. A note on complexity

We now argue that the condition expressed by Thm. 5 can be computed
efficiently, i.e., in polynomial time with respect to the size of the workflow graph.
Algorithm 1 also runs in polynomial time. This allows us to conclude that we
can identify IOR-joins that can be replaced by K-replacement and replace them
efficiently:

Theorem 6 (Polynomial time complexity of K-replacement). Let j be an IOR-
join, and W be the workflow graph containing j.

1. Computing whether the K-replacement of j produces a workflow graph that
is equivalent to W can be done in polynomial time with respect to the size
of W .
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2. The K-replacement of an IOR-join j can be computed in polynomial time
with respect to the size of W .

Proof. We show the polynomial complexity of the check and of the replacement
separately:

1. In previous work [23], we have shown how to perform a symbolic execution
of an acyclic workflow graph. The symbolic execution assigns to each edge
of the workflow graph a symbol. These symbols allow us to check whether
two edges e1, e2 of the workflow graph are marked by the exact same set of
executions by computing whether the symbol assigned to e1 and e2 satisfy
a certain notion of equivalence.

To check the condition of applicability ok the K-replacement of an IOR-
join j with denominator frontier Df , we must check that, the outgoing
edge of j and at the dominator frontier of j are marked by the same set of
executions. We achieve this by checking that the symbol assigned to the
outgoing edge of j is equivalent to the symbol obtained by summing the
symbols assigned to the edges of Df . The symbolic execution, summing
the symbols assigned to the edges in Df , and computing the equivalence,
requires a quadratic amount of time with respect to the size of the workflow
graph.

2. The domination relationship can be expressed using a tree data structure.
Computing the dominator tree of W can be done in O(|E|log(|N |)) [25].
Checking if an outgoing edge of the minimal dominator is part of the
dominator frontier is a simple reachability test which requires linear time.
Applying Algorithm 1 clearly requires a polynomial amount of time.

4.5. The difficulty of replacing an IOR-join

As discussed above, the IOR-join y in Fig. 23 cannot be replaced correctly
with K-replacement. In this section, we provide an argument why it is difficult
to implement the IOR-join in Fig. 23 with any combination of AND and XOR
gateways.

Recalling the discussion in Sect. 1 we have to specify an equivalence and
we require some structure to be preserved in order to rule out some ‘simple’
implementations that incur an exponential blowup.

In this section, we take the view that the IOR-join synchronizes its incoming
branches, where these incoming branches have a certain ‘forking’ logic, depend-
ing on the gateway structure ‘before’ the IOR-join. The forking logic for the
example in Fig. 23 is represented by the workflow graph in Fig. 24. We will show
that the workflow graph in Fig. 24 cannot be completed with any combination
of AND and XOR gateways to produce a behavior equivalent to the behavior of
the workflow graph in Fig. 23. In this sense, no combination of AND and XOR
gateways can produce the synchronization behavior of the IOR-join in Fig. 23.
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Rather than picking a concrete behavioral equivalence (cf. discussion in
Sect. 1), we formalize properties that a workflow graph must have to be equiv-
alent to the workflow graph in Fig. 23. We allow multiple tasks of the imple-
menting workflow graph to be labeled with z and therefore to correspond to the
task z in Fig. 23.

Definition 10 (Equivalent workflow graph properties). Let W ′ be a workflow
graph which has the prefix illustrated by Fig. 24. Let t1 = ({b}, s, {d}) and
t2 = ({c}, t, {g}. The workflow graph W ′ satisfies the following properties:

P1 There exists no execution where t1, t2, and a task labeled with z are
executed.

P2 There exists an execution during which t1 and a transition tz executing a
task labeled with z are executed and, for each execution where t1 and tz
are executed, t1 is executed before tz.

It is easy to see that the workflow graph in Fig. 23 satisfies these proper-
ties and that notions of equivalence such as the ones that we defined for local
and non-local replacements would ensure that any equivalent workflow graph
satisfies them too.

We now present two lemmas that will be useful to prove the workflow graph
in Fig. 24 cannot be completed:

Lemma 7. Let W be a deadlock-free workflow graph, e, e′ be two edges of W ,
m be a reachable marking of W which marks e.

If there exists a path p from e to e′ in W , then there exists a marking
m′, reachable from m, such that m′ marks e′. (Can be proved by a straight-
forward induction on p. Moreover, the lemma presented in Appendix A.1 im-
plies Lemma 7)

Lemma 8. Let W be a deadlock-free acyclic workflow which does not contain
IOR-joins. Let t = (E1, n, E2) and t′ = (E′1, n

′, E′2) be two transitions of W .
If, in each execution σ of W where t and t′ occur, we have that t occurs

before t′ during σ, then there exists a path from an edge e ∈ E2 to an edge
e′ ∈ E′1. (See Appendix A.2 for a proof.)

We can now enunciate our result:
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Theorem 9 (The synchronization role of IOR-joins cannot be implemented
using only AND and XOR-logic). There exists no deadlock-free workflow graph
W ′ such that W ′ has the workflow graph P illustrated by Fig. 24 as prefix, W ′

does not contain any IOR-join, and W ′ satisfies the properties of Def. 10.

Proof. We prove this theorem by contradiction: Suppose that there exists a
workflow graph W ′ such that W ′ has P (illustrated by Fig. 24) as prefix, does
not contain an IOR-join, and satisfies P1 and P2.

By P2, we have that t1 and a transition tz = (E1, n, E2) such that n is a
task labeled z occur together in some execution and that t1 always occur before
tz when both occur. By Lemma 8, there exists a path p from d to the incoming
edge of n.

Consider an execution sequence σ = 〈[a], ({a}, r, {b, c}), [b, c], t1, [d, c], t2,
[d, g]〉. We can complete σ to obtain the execution σ∗ by following p and thus
executing tz (Lemma 7). This contradicts P1 because t1, t2, and a task labeled
z are executed during σ∗.

4.6. On the translation to (non-free choice) Petri nets

We have shown that, in some sense, the IOR-join cannot always be replaced
by a combination of AND and XOR gateways. We have shown in Sect. 3 that
workflow graphs without IOR gateways correspond to free-choice workflow nets.
Hence, there is no free-choice workflow net implementing the IOR-join in Fig. 23
in the sense discussed above.

To translate an acyclic workflow graph into a non-free-choice Petri-net, one
can use dead path elimination [19, 20] to implement the IOR-join with gateways
that have a local semantics. Dead path elimination uses workflow graphs with
individual tokens, where a token can have a value that is either true or false.
Such a workflow graph can be easily translated into a high-level Petri net, which
in turn can be unfolded into a non-free-choice Petri net.

A more direct approach to implement the IOR-join from Fig. 23 as a Petri net
is shown in Fig. 25, where the IOR-join replacement is delimited by the dashed
box. The behavior of this Petri net is equivalent to the workflow graph in Fig. 23.
Note that, similar to K-replacement, we provide additional inputs to the IOR-
replacement and that this construction preserves most of the structure of the
original workflow graph. These additional inputs give the IOR-join replacement
information on the edges that have been marked by the execution.

We can then think of the IOR-join as two boolean expressions over these
marked edges that fully characterize its executions: the first expression charac-
terizes the executions that lead to a token on the outgoing edge of the IOR-join,
the second characterizing all other executions. Both expressions can be easily
represented by a non-free-choice Petri net as in the example in Fig. 25, where the
transitions y1, y2, and y3 implement the first expression (d′∧ j)∨ (i∧ j)∨ (i∧g′)
The transition y∗ implements the second expression. The role of y∗ is to “purge”
the place d′ and g′ in the second case.
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Figure 25: A non-free-choice Petri net that is equivalent to the one in Fig. 23.

This construction can be defined to implement an IOR-join in any acyclic
workflow graph because the full execution history can be provided to the re-
placement subgraph. However, the Petri net representations of the boolean
expressions are exponential in the size of the workflow graph. We leave it as
future work to evaluate whether this exponential blowup can be mitigated using
simplification techniques for boolean formulas.

To sum up, Thm. 9 gives a strong argument why IOR-joins cannot be easily
implemented by a free-choice workflow net, it points to some difficulty when
trying to translate to general workflow nets.

4.7. Related work

To our knowledge, no existing general translation satisfies our three require-
ments of equivalence, efficiency, and structure preservation simultaneously. But
translations for subsets of workflow graphs or translations satisfying a subset
of the requirements exist. In the following, we discuss the qualities of these
translations and their shortcomings.

Wynn et al. [22] use a full state space exploration to find each IOR-join that
has only mutually exclusive incoming edges, and thus can be replaced by an
XOR-join. Likewise, an IOR-join that has only pairwise always-concurrent edges
is replaced by an AND-join. This requires an exponential time and only works
for the rare IOR-joins whose incoming edges meet one of these two conditions.
Note that these conditions can also be computed in quadratic time for acyclic
workflow graphs [23].

Vanhatalo et al. [21] use the refined process structure tree to decompose
a workflow graph. The decomposition provides local replacement heuristics
for some, but not all, IOR-joins. Although this approach is incomplete, the
decomposition and heuristics can be computed in linear time and, because they
result in local replacements, preserve the structure of the original model.

Mendling et al. [26] use the theory of regions to synthesize a Petri net
from the reachability graph of the process model. The resulting net loses the
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structure of the original process and its size grows exponentially with respect
to the size of the original process. While the paper does not prove any notion
of equivalence that is preserved, it further points to the work of Cortadella et
al. [27], which guarantees that the synthesized net is bisimilar to the process
model reachability graph.

As mentioned in the previous section, one could use the dead path elimina-
tion mechanism of BPEL [19, 20] to implement IOR-join in acyclic processes.
There are two approaches in the literature to translating dead path elimination
to high-level Petri nets [28, 29]. A high-level Petri-net can be further trans-
lated into a low-level Petri net by a well-known unfolding construction, which
in general incurs an exponential blowup.

Ouyang et al. [30] also give a translation from BPEL processes to Petri
nets. In contrast to the work of Lohmann [29] and Stahl [28], they model dead
path elimination directly using low-level nets. The evaluation of an IOR-join is
modeled using a Petri-net encoding a boolean function similarly to the idea we
presented in Sect. 4.6.

In all three approaches, the resulting Petri net is exponentially larger than
the original process model. It can be argued that all three approaches fully
preserve the behavior of the original process model and preserve its structure
to a large extent. Note that these three translations in general result in a non-
free-choice Petri net.

5. Conclusion

In the first part of this paper, we showed that a workflow graph without
inclusive logic and a free-choice workflow net can be considered to be the same
object. This gave rise to a general translation from free-choice workflow nets to
workflow graphs.

In the second part of this paper, we gave new results on the translation
from acyclic workflow graphs with inclusive logic to free-choice workflow nets.
We characterized when a fully local replacement of an IOR-join exists and we
presented a more general, non-local replacement technique that can be executed
in polynomial time.

While these results have been presented for the replacement of a single IOR-
join in a sound acyclic workflow graph, they can be applied to replace multiple
IOR-joins in an acyclic workflow graph. Moreover, it can be shown that both,
the local and the non-local, replacement techniques do not alter the soundness of
the workflow graph, i.e., they cannot introduce or fix a control-flow error. This
makes these replacement techniques applicable to replace IOR-joins in workflow
graphs of which the soundness is unknown, for example, when performing a
control-flow analysis. We have used elsewhere [5] process structure trees to
decompose the workflow graph into fragments. Such a decomposition allows
us to factor out cycles and therefore to apply the replacements also in many
workflow graphs containing cycles.

Furthermore, we have shown that the synchronization provided by the IOR-
join cannot, in general, be implemented by free-choice constructs. Translations
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of a workflow graph containing an IOR-join into a non-free-choice Petri nets
exist, however, known translations have an exponential blowup and, usually,
do not preserve the structure of the original process. These results show a
difficulty to translate the non-local semantics of the IOR-join into a modeling
language that only contains local gateways and therefore a difficulty to fully
leverage Petri net based techniques for process models containing IOR-joins.
For example, verification techniques for free-choice Petri nets, of which some
run in polynomial time, may not be applicable to all workflow graphs with
IOR-joins. For them, less efficient verification techniques for general Petri nets
have to be used, which will additionally suffer from the exponential blowup
created by using a fallback translation from IOR-joins to Petri nets.
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Appendix — Proofs

We include as appendix, the proofs related to the translation of IOR-joins
which would disturb, due their size, the reading flow if they where inlined to
the paper.

Appendix A. Lemmas

We first prove two lemmas:

Appendix A.1.

Lemma 10. Let W be a deadlock-free workflow graph. Let e, e∗, e′ be three
edges of W such that there exists no path from e∗ to e′. Let m be a reachable
marking of W which marks e and e∗.

If there exists a path p from e to e′ in W , then there exists a marking m′,
reachable from m, such that m′ marks e′ and e∗.

Proof. We proceed by structural induction on p.

Base case: e = e′. The marking m marks e∗ and e′.

Induction step: Let en be n-th edge of p, en+1 be the next edge, and n be
the node between en and en+1. By induction assumption there exists a
making mn, reachable from m, such that mn marks en and e∗. By the
workflow graph semantics, if n is an XOR-join, an XOR-split, an AND-

split, or an IOR-split, there exists a transition t such that mn
t→ mn+1

and mn+1 marks e∗ and en+1. We are left with the cases where n is an
IOR-join or an AND-join. As W is deadlock-free, there exist a marking
mn+1, reachable from mn, in which en is not marked, i.e., n was executed.
By the workflow graph semantics, executing an IOR-join or an AND-join
marks its single outgoing edge en+1. Reaching mn+1 from mn does not
require to execute the target of e∗, i.e., consume the token on e∗, otherwise
there would exist a path from e∗ to n and thus a path from e∗ to e′ would
exist.

Appendix A.2. Proof of Lemma 8

Let W be a deadlock-free acyclic workflow which does not contain IOR-joins.
Let t = (E1, n, E2) and t′ = (E′1, n

′, E′2) be two transitions of W .
We prove that if in each execution σ of W where t and t′ occur, we have

that t occurs before t′ during σ, then there exists a path from an edge in E2 to
an edge in E′1.

We proceed by contradiction: suppose in each execution σ of W where t and
t′ occur we have that t occurs before t′ during σ, that there is no path between
any edge in E2 and any edge in E′1. We show a contradiction by showing the
existence of an execution where t′ executes before t. We consider the case where
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n and n′ have a single entry and a single exit edge, a similar reasoning can be
applied for the other cases.

Let σ be an execution in which t and t′ are executed. Let m be the last
marking before executing t in σ. The marking m marks the incoming edge e∗ of
n. Let σ′ be the prefix of σ until reaching the marking m. Because t′ executes
in σ, there exists an edge e, that carries a token in m, and there exists a path p
to the outgoing edge e′ of n′. By Lemma 10, there exist an execution sequence
σ′′ from m to a marking m′′ such that m′′ marks e∗ and e′, i.e, t′ was executed
during σ′′ and t was not. As e∗ is marked by m′′, the transition t is enabled.
Therefore there exists an execution in which t′ occurs before t.

Appendix B. Proof of Thm. 4

Let W be a deadlock-free workflow graph containing an IOR-join j. We
show that an IOR-join j has an equivalent local replacement iff there exists a
cover of ◦j with respect to j◦.

We show the two directions of the theorem separately:

⇐ Let C be a cover of ◦j with respect to the outgoing edge of j. We show that
there exists a local replacement by showing that the C-replacement R of j
results in a workflow graph W ′ that is equivalent to W . We use the usual
labeling for the nodes of R as illustrated by Fig. 17. Let m1,m2 be two
markings of W (and thus two markings of W ′ because E ⊆ E′):

1. For any transition t = (E1, j, E2) such that m1
t→ m2 in W , there

exists a replacement execution sequence σ such that m1
σ→ m2 in

W ′:

By the IOR-join semantics, we have m2 = m1−E1 + eo and E1 6= ∅.
Note that, because j is enabled in m1 and W is sound, there is no
token upstream of an edge in ◦j. We now build the execution σ of
R that changes m1 to mi by executing the AND-splits ae that have
a marked incoming edge and then the XOR-joins of R. By the test
definition and the definition of C-replacement, each XOR-join has one
marked incoming edge and, by the the property of mutual exclusion
of the edges in a test, only one of incoming edge is marked. Then
the final and join f of R is executed. The AND-join f is enabled in
mi because each XOR-join was executed and thus, by C-replacement
definition and XOR-join semantics, each incoming edge of f carries
a token. Executing f changes mi into m2.

2. For any replacement execution sequence σ such that m1
σ→ m2 in

W ′, there exists a transition t = (E1, j, E2) such that m1
t→ m2 in

W : We must show that:

(a) t is enabled in m1: Suppose that t is not enabled in m1. By
IOR-join semantics either no incoming edge of j is marked in
m1 or there is a marked edge preceding a non-marked incoming
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edge of j. Because σ is a replacement transition sequence, all
transitions of σ execute a node in R. Thus, because m1 only
marks edges in E and by the definition of local replacement,
an edge of ◦j is marked. Thus, there must be an edge e that
precedes an edge e′ ∈ ◦j which does not carry a token in m1. By
the cover definition, e′ belongs to a test T , and by C-replacement
and the definition of replacement execution sequence, there exists
an edge e′′, such that e′′ 6= e′, which belongs to T and is marked
by m1. As W is deadlock-free by assumption, there is a path
from e to e′, and e′′ is not on a path to or from e′, by Lemma 10,
there exists an execution sequence σ′ and a marking m′1 such

that m1
σ′→ m′1 and the edges e′, e′′ carry a token in m′1. This is

in contradiction with the definition of a test as all the edges in
a test are mutually exclusive.

(b) executing t results in m2: like t, σ consumes one token of each in-
coming edge marked in m1 because if an edge of ◦j was marked in
m2, then a replacement transition would be enabled which would
contradict the definition of replacement execution sequence. It is
also clear that, like executing σ, executing t marks the (formerly)
outgoing edge of j by the IOR-join semantics.

⇒ We show that when an IOR-join j in a workflow graph W = (N,E, c, l)
can be replaced locally by a partial workflow graph R (not necessarily
using a C-replacement) to result in an equivalent workflow graph W ′ =
(N ′, E′, c′, l′), then there exists a cover of ◦j with respect to the outgoing
edge e of j.

A set X of edges is an independent set iff for each pair of edge e1, e2 ∈ X
there exists no path from e1 to e2. An independent set X1 is maximal with
respect to a graph G iff there exist no independent set X2 of edge in G such
thatX1 ⊂ X2. LetG = R∪◦j∪{e}. In the following, whenever we mention
a maximum independent set we omit to precise that it is with respect to
G. It is clear that {e} and ◦j are both maximum independent sets. Let δ
be a function which for each ordered pair of maximum independent sets
(X1, X2) returns the number of edges, not comprised in X1∪X2 on a path
from an edge in X1 to an edge in X2.

We proceed by structural induction on the G, starting from e and follow-
ing the edges backward. We show that at each step, given a maximum
independent set X s.t. X 6= ◦j and a cover C of X with respect to e, we
can build a maximal independent set X ′ such that δ(◦j,X ′) < δ(◦j,X)
and a cover C ′ of X ′ with respect to e. Which shows that there is a cover
C∗ of ◦j with respect to e in W ′. By definition of equivalence of the local
replacement, it is clear that a test T ⊆ E of an edge e ∈ E in W ′ is also
a test of e in W . Thus C∗ is a cover of ◦j with respect to the outgoing
edge of e in W .

Base case: {{e}} is a cover of {e} with respect to e.
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Induction step: Assume C to be a cover of X ⊆ G with respect to e
such that X is a maximum independent set. We show that for each
edge u with the node n as target such that n◦ ⊆ X, there exists a
cover C ′ of a set X ′ ⊆ G with respect to {e} such that u ∈ X ′, X ′ is a
maximum independent set, and δ(◦j,X ′) < δ(◦j,X). We distinguish
three cases:

1. n is an XOR-join: Without loss of generality, we can assume
that n has two incoming edges u, v and one outgoing edge w. Let
X ′ = X ∪ {u, v} \ {w}. Because X is a maximum independent
set, it is clear that X ′ is a maximum independent set such that
δ(◦j,X ′) < δ(◦j,X). We transform C into a cover C ′ of X ′ with
respect to e by replacing w by u and v in all test of C.
We first show that if a test T ∈ C of e contains w, then T ′ =
T \ {w} ∪ {u, v} is a test of e:
We show that the edges in T ′ are pairwise mutually exclusive:
Because T is a test, all edges in T \ {w} are mutually exclusive.
By the soundness assumption of W , the edges u and v are mu-
tually exclusive. Moreover, the edges in T \ {w} are pairwise
mutually exclusive with u and v because otherwise they would
not be mutually exclusive with w by the XOR-join semantics.
Thus, all edges of T ′ are pairwise mutually exclusive.
To prove that T ′ is a test, we are left to show that, for any
execution σ, σ marks e iff σ marks an edge of T ′: from the
construction of T ′ and the XOR-join semantics which ensures
that σ marks w iff σ marks an edge in ◦n, we have that σ marks
an edge in T ′ iff σ marks an edge in T . Because T is a test, it
implies that σ marks T ′ iff σ marks e.

2. n is an XOR-split: Without loss of generality, we can assume
that n has two outgoing edges v, w.
We first show that a test T ∈ C containing v must contain w
(and vice et versa): Suppose that a test T ∈ C contains v but
not w. Let σ be an execution such that σ marks w. By the
test definition, there exist an edge x ∈ T that is marked by σ.
Note that, by definition of C, we also have x ∈ X. Let σ′ be
a prefix of σ such that the last marking m1 of σ′ is followed in
σ by m2 and m2 is the first marking in σ which marks w or
x. We can assume, without loss of generality, that m2 marks
w and thus m1 marks the incoming edge u of v. Because x is
marked in a state following m1 during σ, there exists an edge
x′ and a path p from x′ to x such that m1 marks x′. As X
is a maximum independent set, there exists no path between x
and w, which implies that there exists no path between u and
x.ar By Lemma 10, there exists a marking m′ reachable from m1

such that m′ marks u and x. The transition t = ({u}, n, {v}) is
enabled in m′ by XOR-split semantics and because m′ marks u.
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Executing t in m′ results in a marking m′′ such that m′′ marks
v and x. As there exists a marking which marks v and x, v and
x are not mutually exclusive, so T is not test. We have shown
that a test containing v must contain w. (The same reasoning
can be applied to show that a test containing w must contain v.)
Let X ′ = X∪{u}\{v, w}. Because X is a maximum independent
set, it is clear that X ′ is a maximum independent set such that
δ(◦j,X ′) < δ(◦j,X). We transform C into a cover C ′ of X ′ with
respect to e by replacing v and w by u in all test of C. Using a
similar reasoning as done the previous case n is an XOR-join, it
can be shown that if a test T ∈ C of e contains v and w, then
T ′ = T \ {v, w} ∪ {u} is a test of e.

3. l(n) = AND: Let X ′ = X ∪ ◦n \ j◦. Because X is a maximum
independent set, it is clear that X ′ is a maximum independent
set such that δ(◦j,X ′) < δ(◦j,X). We transform C into a cover
C ′ of X ′ with respect to e by as follows: For each test T ∈ C
such that T contains an edge v ∈ j◦, we create a test Tu for each
edge u ∈ ◦j such that Tu = T ∪{u} \ {v}. We replace T in C by

the tests
⋃
u∈◦j

Tu to obtain C ′. It is easy to see that each Tu is a

test of e and that C ′ is a cover of X ′ with respect to e.

Appendix C. Proof of Thm. 5

Let W = (N,E, c, l) be a sound workflow graph and j an IOR-join in W .
We start by proving Lemma 11 which will be useful to prove the condition

of applicability given by Thm. 5.

Lemma 11. Let W ′ be the workflow graph obtained by K-replacment of j. Let
F be the dominator frontier of j in W . Let e′ be an edge in ◦j in W . Let x be
the XOR-join targeted by e′ in W ′ and e′′ be the outgoing edge of x.

For any execution σ of W ′ that marks an edge e in F , there exists a path p
in W ′ from e to e′′ such that each edge of p is marked during σ.

Proof. We build p inductively showing that each edge on p is 1. marked during
σ and 2. has a path to e′′:

Base case: It is clear that e satisfies both 1 and 2.
Induction step: e1 ∈ ◦n is satisfies 1 and 2. We show that there exists an

edge e2 ∈ n◦ that satisfies 1 and 2.
If n is an XOR-join, AND-split, or AND-join by induction hypothesis and

workflow graphs semantics it is clear that e2 exists and satisfies 1 and 2.
When n is an XOR-split, then, by the XOR-split semantics, there exists an

edge e2 that satisfies 1. We are left to show that e2 satisfy 2. Suppose that e2
is not on a path to e′, then by the K-replacement procedure, the target of e2 is
an AND-split with a path to e′′.
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We can now prove that j has an equivalent K-replacement iff j is executed
in each execution where an edge of the dominator frontier of j carries a token.

We show the two directions of the theorem separately:

⇒ Assume that there exists some execution σ such that dominator of j is exe-
cuted in σ but j is not executed in σ.

We show by contradiction that K-replacement does not lead to an equiv-
alent workflow graph: Suppose that there exists a valid K-replacement
of j resulting into a workflow graph W ′ such that W ≡ W ′. Consider
the first marking m2 in σ such that there is no edge preceding j that is
marked in m2 and the previous marking m1 in σ. It is clear that there
exists an edge e2 that is marked in m2 and not in m1 such that e2 does
not precede j. The edge e1 preceding e2 is marked in m1 and precedes
j. By the completion definition (Algorithm 1), in W ′, an AND-split a is
inserted on e2 to obtain W ′ and therefore there is a path from e2 (which
is the incoming edge of a) to the previously outgoing edge of j. There
exists a marking m′2 of W ′ such that m2 ≡ m′2 and e2 is marked in m′2.
By Lemma 11 and because there is no deadlock, there exists an execution
sequence in W ′ from m′2 to a marking in which the (previously) outgoing
edge of j carries a token. There exists no such execution sequence from
m2 in W .

⇐ Assume that j is executed in each execution where an edge of the dominator
frontier F of j carries a token.

Let W ′ = (N ′, E′, c′, l′) be the workflow graph obtained by K-replacement
of j. Let m1 be a reachable marking of W and m′1 be a reachable marking
of W ′ such that m1 = φ(m′1)

We show that W and W ′ are equivalent:

1. Let t = (E1, j, E2) be a transition executing j such that m1
t→ m2

in W , we show that there exists a replacement execution sequence σ
and a marking m′2 such that m′1

σ→ m′2 in W ′ and m2 = φ(m′2):

Because j is enabled in m1, either some XOR-joins of the replacement
are enabled in m′1, or some incoming edge of the AND-join a of
the replacement are marked, or both. The execution σ starts by
executing the XOR-joins enabled in m′1.

After executing the enabled XOR-join we end up in a state m′a in
which some edges in ◦a are marked. We aim to reach a state such
that each edge in ◦a is marked: Let’s consider an edge e′′ ∈ ◦a such
that e′′ is not marked in m′a. By Lemma 11 there exists a path p in
W ′ from the incoming edge e of the minimal dominator of j in W to
e′′ such that all edges of p are marked during any execution where
an edge in F carries a token. By assumption, it is the case for the
execution we discuss.

Nodes execute at most once during sound execution of an acyclic
workflow graph, thus the token is on the path p to e′. The token
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cannot be on an edge that belongs to E because otherwise j would not
be enabled in m′1 because there would be a path from a token to an
empty incoming edge of j. There exists a path from e to e′ for which
only executes consumes token marking edges of the replacement, i.e,
edges in E′ \E. By Lemma 10, we can reach a making which marks
e′.

This approach can be repeated for all empty incoming edges of a
allowing to reach a state where each edge in ◦a are marked and thus
a is enabled. σ last transition executes a resulting in m′2.

We have m2 ≡ m′2 because: σ consumes a token on all edges that
where (in W ) incoming to j. As mentioned earlier, other transitions
only consume tokens marking edges of the replacement. Executing
a produces a token on its outgoing edge, which was (in W ) and
consumes a token on each of its incoming edges.

2. Let σ∗ be a replacement execution sequence such that m′1
σ∗→ m′2

in W ′, we show that there exists a transition t = (E1, j, E2) and a

marking m2 such that m1
t→ m2 in W and m2 = φ(m′2):

By definition of replacement execution we have that the (previously)
outgoing edge of j is marked by m′2. By definition of K-replacement,
we have that for any execution σ′ of W ′ containing m′2, σ′ contains a
reachable marking m′0, preceding m′1 in σ′, such that m′0 marks and
edge of F .

We show that j executes after m1 in W : Let σ be the execution
sequence of W which contains the sequence of marking defined by
applying the function φ to the markings of exec′ until reaching the
marking m1. It is easy to see that the σ contains a marking m0 of W
such that m1 is reachable from m0 and m0 = φ(m′0). By assumption,
as m0 is marked by σ, the outgoing edge o of j is marked by any
execution sequence containing m0. The edge o is marked by any
marking obtained by executing j in W and any marking obtained by
executing the final AND-join f of R in W ′. Thus j must be executed
after m0. By replacement execution sequence definition, the final
AND-join f of R is executed during σ∗. The IOR-join j executes
after reaching m1 during σ because if it was executed earlier then
there would be a marking in σ′ marking preceding m′1 that marks
o and f would execute before σ∗ in W ′ and σ∗ would execute f a
second time which would contradict the soundness assumption.

We show that a transition t executing j is enabled bym1: There exists
no edge preceding f that is marked in m2, otherwise the AND-join f
could execute a second time by Lemma 7 which would contradict the
soundness assumption. Let Aj = ◦j ∪ j◦ be the set of edges adjacent
to j in W . By definition of replacement execution sequence and of
the the function φ, φ(m′1) \ Aj = φ(m′2) \ Aj , i.e., the edges marked
by m′2 which are not adjacent to j in W are marked in m′1. Thus, no
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edge preceding an edge of Aj is marked by m′1. By definition of φ,
no edge preceding an edge of Aj is marked by m1. As we have shown
that j executes after m1, there exists an edge e preceding j marked by
m1. As e does not precede an edge of Aj , we have e ∈ ◦j. Therefore
a transition t executing j is enabled by m1 because m1 marks at least
one edge in ◦j and m1 does not mark an edge preceding a non-marked
edge of ◦j.
Executing j inm1 results in a markingm2. We have shown previously
how a replacement execution results in a marking m′2 such that m2 =
φ(m′2).
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